[Relationship between aging stereotypes and performance in a cognitive stimulation program].
The main goal of the current research was to study the relationship between holding negative aging stereotypes and cognitive performance in a cognitive stimulation program in an older adult group (n=55) with Mild Cognitive Impairment. Performance and stereotypes were contrasted before and after the cognitive stimulation program. Firstly, results showed a significant improvement in associative learning and verbal recall, as well as significant stereotypes score reduction after treatment. Secondly, those who improved their associative learning performance had a higher stereotypes score before the program. Even though, this group also reduced their stereotype score. These findings show that people who improve their cognitive performance also reduce their stereotypes score. This relationship is very novel, because although the correlation between absence of stereotype and better cognitive performance has been found in the literature, a positive correlation between stereotype change and cognitive performance after a psychological treatment has not been observed before.